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The ECB’s QE and euro cross-border bank lending1
There is growing evidence that the currency distribution of cross-border credit affects
international monetary policy spillovers. While the existing literature has concentrated primarily
on the US dollar, this article focuses on the euro. We find that the ECB’s quantitative easing of
January 2015 had a larger positive impact on cross-border bank credit in lender-borrower pairs
with a higher share of euro-denominated bank claims. The effect was especially pronounced for
lending to advanced economies outside the euro area. By contrast, the estimated effects on crossborder lending to EME borrowers were insignificant.
JEL classification: F34, G15, G21.

The question of international monetary policy spillovers has gained prominence in
the light of the exceptionally accommodative post-crisis monetary policy stance of
advanced economy central banks. There is growing evidence that the currency
distribution of cross-border credit plays a crucial role in determining the size,
distribution and direction of such spillovers. McCauley et al (2015) have demonstrated
that since the Great Financial Crisis, the outstanding US dollar credit to non-bank
borrowers outside the United States has increased from $6 trillion to $9 trillion. Bruno
and Shin (2015a) have documented that episodes of US dollar appreciation are
associated with deleveraging by global banks and a tightening of global financial
conditions. More recently, Avdjiev and Takáts (2016) have found that a higher bilateral
US dollar share on the eve of the 2013 “taper tantrum” was associated with a lower
growth rate of cross-border bank lending in its aftermath.
Virtually all existing studies examining the impact of the currency composition
of international lending flows on cross-border monetary policy spillovers have
concentrated on the US dollar. In this article, we shift the focus to the euro crossborder bank lending network, the second largest network after the US dollar network.
More concretely, we take advantage of the recent enhancements to the BIS
international banking statistics (IBS) to ask to what extent the share of eurodenominated cross-border bank claims explains the cross-sectional variation of the
impact of the ECB’s January 2015 quantitative easing (QE) programme on crossborder bank lending.
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Our results indicate that a higher euro share in cross-border claims on the eve of
the 2015 ECB QE announcement was associated with stronger growth in cross-border
bank lending during this quarter. This result appears to be driven primarily by lending
to advanced economies outside the euro area. By contrast, the estimated effects on
cross-border lending to borrowers in emerging market economies (EMEs) tend to be
insignificant.
Our findings contribute in two ways to the literature on the role of cross-border
bank currency networks in the international transmission of monetary policy shocks.
First, our results imply that the US dollar network is not unique and that the euro
cross-border bank lending network responds to monetary policy shocks in a similar
manner. This finding accords with emerging evidence that the euro is starting to take
on some of the characteristics of the US dollar as a global funding currency (Shin
(2015)). Second, our results suggest that currency networks respond to monetary
policy shocks symmetrically. That is, the response to an easing shock (such as the one
studied in this article) appears to be qualitatively similar to the response to a
tightening shock (such as the 2013 Fed taper tantrum examined in Avdjiev and Takáts
(2016)).
The rest of the feature is organised as follows. The next section introduces the
BIS cross-border bank lending data used in our empirical analysis. The third section
documents how widely the euro is used and how cross-border bank lending evolved
before and after the January 2015 ECB QE announcement. The fourth section analyses
the ECB QE econometrically to show how cross-border lending responded to euro
loan exposure. The fifth section concludes.

Cross-border bank lending data
Our empirical analysis takes advantage of the Stage 1 Enhancements to the BIS
international banking statistics (IBS). With these enhancements, the IBS now reflect
the three key dimensions of international banking activity needed for our empirical
exercise – (A) the borrower’s residence, (B) the lending bank’s nationality and (C) the
currency composition of cross-border claims (Avdjiev et al (2015a)).2
The three dimensions yield a fairly comprehensive view of cross-border banking
activity. Dimension (A), the residence of the borrower, helps to identify the countryspecific borrowing drivers of cross-border bank lending dynamics. In particular, it lets
us identify and control for factors related to credit demand in the borrowing country.
Dimension (B), the lender’s nationality, ie the home of the highest-level banking
entity in the corporate chain, respects the contours of banks’ consolidated balance
sheets rather than national borders. The international finance literature has
traditionally focused on the residence of financial intermediaries as a key determinant
of their behaviour. But Fender and McGuire (2010) and Cecchetti et al (2010) have
argued that the lending bank’s nationality tends to be much more relevant than its
residence for the purposes of identifying the decision-making unit on the credit
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Previously, the BIS IBS data illuminated only two of the above three dimensions. The consolidated
data set gave the nationality of the lending banks (dimension A) and the borrower’s residence
(dimension B), but provided no currency breakdown (dimension C). By contrast, the locational data
did reveal the currency composition of banks’ cross-border claims (dimension C), but not the
borrower’s residence (dimension B, locational by nationality) or the nationality of the lending bank
(dimension A, locational by residence).
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supply side. Nationality should better capture the factors that influence a bank’s
lending decisions, such as the performance or equity constraints of the bank as a
whole.
The bank’s nationality rather than its residence is especially useful if the loan is
booked in an international financial centre. To see this, consider a German bank that
lends to a borrower in Malaysia via its Hong Kong branch. Our proxy establishes a
link between the German banking system (as the lender) and Malaysia (as the
borrowing country). The alternative, ie looking at the bank’s residence, would identify
two cross-border bank lending links: one from Germany to Hong Kong SAR and
another between Hong Kong and Malaysia. This would lead to two problems. First,
one would consider Hong Kong as the borrowing economy in the former loan
(Germany-Hong Kong), even though the loan is only intermediated through Hong
Kong. Second, one would treat the Hong Kong banking system as the lender in the
latter loan (Hong Kong-Malaysia), even though the Hong Kong-based banking unit
is not the original supplier of credit.
Finally, we need the third dimension, currency denomination (C), for two reasons.
First, the currency composition is used to investigate the impact of exposure to eurodenominated lending. Second, and more subtly, we also need to control for the
impact of currency fluctuations on changes in the outstanding stocks of cross-border
bank claims. Since cross-border bank claims are expressed in US dollars, currency
movements lead to fluctuations in the dollar value of the claims. Adjusting for
currency movements is particularly relevant when investigating the impact of
monetary policy, because of its close relationship with the exchange rate.

The euro cross-border bank lending network
The euro is the second most used currency for cross-border bank lending. As of endQ1 2016, euro-denominated cross-border claims (net of intra-euro area cross-border
claims) stood at nearly $5 trillion, or 21% of the global aggregate (Table 1). The only
currency with a higher global share is the US dollar, accounting for around $13 trillion
(or 55% of the global total).
The share of euro-denominated cross-border claims varies considerably by
borrowing region (Table 1). For advanced European countries outside the euro area,
the euro share in cross-border bank lending (32%) is almost equal to that of the US
dollar (35%). In emerging Europe, the share of euro-denominated claims (40%)
exceeds that of US dollar claims (31%). By contrast, non-European EMEs borrow only
a small fraction in euros (6.5%).
As discussed in the previous section, the enhanced BIS IBS contain information
on the nationality of lending bank in addition to the country of the borrower and the
currency of denomination.3 These more granular breakdowns indicate that the
regional aggregates in Table 1 conceal even greater differences at the individual
country level across both lending banking systems and borrowing countries. To
illustrate these variations, we present a global “heat map” of the euro’s shares in
bilateral cross-border lending (Graph 1). The colour coding of each cell reflects the

3

Using the enhanced IBS, we can simultaneously identify the nationality of the lending bank, the
country of the borrower and the currency of denomination for approximately 90% of the global stock
of cross-border bank claims outstanding at the end of Q1 2016.
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Currency composition of cross-border bank lending at endQ1 2016

Table 1

Percentage shares
US dollar

Euro

All borrowing countries1

54.6

20.6

6.7

Advanced economies1

51.7

25.4

5.9

Euro area (EA)1

30.3

51.4

4.6

Non-EA advanced

58.0

17.8

6.3

Non-EA advanced Europe

34.9

31.6

3.3

United States

87.4

5.8

1.7

Japan

47.4

9.7

37.9

Other advanced

51.2

12.7

3.5

Offshore centres

66.1

6.1

14.1

Emerging markets

59.7

12.1

2.3

Emerging Europe

30.9

40.1

1.1

Other EMEs

65.4

6.5

2.5

Memo: intra-euro area

8.3

88.3

0.3

1

Yen

Net of intra-euro area cross-border bank claims.

Source: BIS locational banking statistics.

euro’s share of cross-border claims between a particular lending banking system
(columns) on a particular borrowing country (rows).
Following the reasoning outlined above, we aggregate the lending banks in
Graph 1 based on their nationality, rather than on their residence. To see the empirical
relevance of this distinction, consider the column for UK-owned banks. Only 2% of
their claims on Japan are denominated in euros. By contrast, the corresponding share
for banks located in the United Kingdom is much larger, at 22%. The large difference
between the two respective shares is due mainly to the United Kingdom’s role as a
large global financial centre that hosts many banks headquartered in the euro area,
which differ from UK-owned banks (Shin (2016)). This difference illustrates the fallacy
of the “triple coincidence” in international finance – the traditional analytical
framework that treats a GDP area, financial decision-making unit and currency area
as identical (McCauley et al (2010), Shin (2012) and Avdjiev et al (2015b)).
Graph 1 reveals that, although the majority of global cross-border bank lending
is denominated in US dollars, there is a clearly defined euro network comprising
mainly the euro area and emerging Europe. Most of the claims originating from
European banks or directed towards (advanced and emerging) European borrowers
tend to be denominated in euros.
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Euro’s share in cross-border bank lending in Q1 2016
By nationality of lending bank (columns) and residence of borrower (rows), in per cent

Graph 1

ASI = Emerging Asia; LAT = Latin America; OFC = Offshore centres.
AO = Angola; AT = Austria; AU = Australia; BE = Belgium; BG = Bulgaria; BR = Brazil; CA = Canada; CH = Switzerland; CL = Chile;
CN = China; CY = Cyprus; CZ = Czech Republic; DE = Germany; DK = Denmark; EE = Estonia; ES = Spain; FI = Finland; FR = France;
GB = United Kingdom; GR = Greece; HR = Croatia; HU = Hungary; IE = Ireland; IL = Israel; IT = Italy; JP = Japan; KR = Korea; LR = Liberia;
LT = Lithuania; LV = Latvia; LU = Luxembourg; MA = Morocco; MH = Marshall Islands; MT = Malta; MX = Mexico; NG = Nigeria;
NL = Netherlands; NO = Norway; NZ = New Zealand; PL = Poland; PT = Portugal; RO = Romania; RU = Russia; SE = Sweden; SI = Slovenia;
SK = Slovakia; TR = Turkey; TW = Chinese Taipei; UA = Ukraine; US = United States; VN = Vietnam; ZA = South Africa.
1
Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Ireland and Portugal.
India and Korea.

2

Hong Kong SAR, Panama and Singapore.

3

Brazil, Chile and Mexico.

4

Chinese Taipei,

Source: BIS locational banking statistics.
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Cross-border bank lending before and after the 2015 ECB
QE announcement
The growth rate of cross-border claims rose considerably during the quarter of the
ECB QE announcement. In Q4 2014, the quarter preceding the ECB QE announcement,
cross-border bank claims declined by 0.1% (Graph 2).4 In Q1 2015, the quarter of the
January 2015 ECB QE announcement, cross-border claims grew by 2.8%. Eurodenominated claims grew much faster (5.6%) than claims denominated in other
currencies (1.5%).
The size of the wedge between the growth rates of euro and non-euro claims in
Q1 2015 varied considerably across borrower groups. The gap was especially large
for claims on non-European advanced economies (10.2% for euro claims versus 1.4%
for non-euro claims) and non-euro area European advanced economies (8.3% for
euro claims versus 2.2% for non-euro claims). By contrast, claims on EMEs contracted
at roughly the same pace in both currency segments (–0.5% for euro claims versus
–1.6% for non-euro claims).
The overall $791 billion increase in cross-border claims during Q1 2015 was
boosted by a $145 billion rise in “other claims”, which capture primarily reporting
banks’ derivatives positions and equity holdings. That said, the overwhelming
majority of the overall increase ($657 billion) was due to a surge in banks’ crossborder loans and holdings of debt securities.5

Cross-border bank flows by instrument and by currency of denomination1
Quarterly growth rate, in per cent2

Graph 2
4
2
0
–2
–4
–6
–8

Q1 2014
Q2 2014
3
Loans and debt securities:
All currencies
Euro
Non-euro

Q3 2014
Q4 2014
4
Other instruments:
All currencies
Euro
Non-euro

Q1 2015

Q2 2015

Q3 2015

Q4 2015

Q1 2016

The grey shaded area indicates the quarter of ECB quantitative easing (Q1 2015).
Total for all BIS reporting lending banking systems and counterparty countries. 2 Adjusted for exchange rate fluctuations and breaks in
series. 3 Cross-border loans and holdings of debt securities. 4 Other claims, comprising mainly reporting banks’ derivatives positions and
equity holdings.
1

Source: BIS locational banking statistics.

4

5
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These quarterly changes, like the others discussed in this feature, are corrected for exchange rate
changes and breaks in series.
The breakdown by instrument (loans vs debt securities vs “other instruments”) in the above
paragraph is obtained from the BIS locational banking statistics by residence (LBSR). The amounts
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The surge in cross-border bank lending that took place in Q1 2015 was followed
by a contraction in the subsequent quarter. Nevertheless, a large portion of the $881
billion overall decline in claims during Q2 2015 was due to a $359 billion fall in “other
claims” (BIS (2015)). On net, banks’ cross-border loans and holdings of debt securities
still recorded a sizeable ($141 billion) expansion during the first half of 2015.

Empirical analysis
In selecting the sample for our analysis, we aim to include all internationally relevant
national banking systems on the lending side and the main borrowing countries. On
the lending side, we select 28 major national banking systems, which together
accounted for 95% of all outstanding cross-border claims in the BIS locational data
at end-Q1 2016. On the borrower side, we follow the framework of Avdjiev and Takáts
(2014, 2016) and include 51 recipient countries whose cross-border bank borrowing
exceeded $10 billion at end-Q3 2014 (see the detailed list of countries in the Annex
Table A1).6 Finally, to abstract from claims for which the lender and the borrower are
both from the same currency jurisdiction (ie the euro area), we exclude the crossborder claims of euro area banks on euro area borrowers (EA-on-EA claims) from our
econometric analysis.

Potential drivers
To control for as many lender and borrower characteristics as possible, we examine a
benchmark empirical specification, which includes a broad set of potential
explanatory variables.
Our key explanatory variable of interest is the share of euro-denominated claims,
which could have affected cross-border bank lending through several channels. First,
a monetary loosening by the ECB should ease financing conditions in euros both
within and outside the euro area. This would tend to lower banks’ funding costs. To
the extent that lower funding costs in a given currency translate into higher lending,
this would stimulate cross-border bank credit. Second, the euro share could have
made an impact through the international risk-taking channel of monetary policy (Rey
(2015) and Bruno and Shin (2015b)). The euro’s depreciation, triggered by a loosening
monetary policy shock, would lift the net worth and the (perceived) creditworthiness
of borrowers with euro liabilities and local currency assets. This would, in turn,
increase banks’ willingness to lend to such borrowers, ultimately lifting cross-border
bank lending flows. A third channel may have worked through the hedging demand
of institutional investors, who are likely to have been prompted to insure against
further euro depreciation as a result of the ECB’s QE announcement.

reported in loans, debt securities and “other instruments” do not add up exactly to the total for all
instruments due to the fact that a small fraction of total claims is unallocated by instrument.
Unfortunately, an instrument breakdown is not available in the BIS locational banking statistics by
nationality (LBSN). That is why, in our benchmark empirical analysis, which uses the LBSN dataset, we
focus on banks’ total claims rather than on banks’ loans and holdings of debt securities.
6

In the specifications that include euro area borrowers, we include all euro area countries regardless
of whether they pass the above threshold. This provides us with a consistently defined (de facto)
control group, which helps us isolate the effect on cross-border lending to borrowers outside the
euro area.
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In addition to the euro share, we also include the change in the bilateral
exchange rate (of the borrower’s local currency against the euro) and its interaction
with the euro share variable due to the key role that the euro exchange rate plays in
a couple of the above channels.
Following Cetorelli and Goldberg (2012), we also control for strategic
considerations. More precisely, we create variables that measure (a) the strategic
importance of each borrowing country for each lending banking system; and (b) the
importance of each lending banking system for each borrowing country. We define
(a) as the share of cross-border claims that lending banking system X has allocated
to borrowing country Y, and (b) as the share of cross-border bank claims on
borrowing country Y from lending banking system X.
In addition, we include four control variables on the lending banking system side:
the changes in the average bank CDS spreads and bank equity prices during the ECB
QE quarter, as well as the domestic credit growth and deposit growth. We also
examine five borrowing country variables: GDP growth, growth of credit to the private
sector, current account balance, the government budget balance and government
debt.
These factors might work differently in EMEs, which tend to have weaker balance
sheets or fewer sophisticated domestic institutional investors. We control for these
differences by introducing an EME borrower dummy and its interactions with the euro
share and with the borrowing country-specific controls.

Benchmark specification
The data structure and the timing of the ECB QE announcement guide our regression
setup. The IBS are reported at a quarterly frequency and the ECB QE was announced
in January 2015. In our benchmark specification we therefore compare the growth in
cross-border bank claims in Q1 2015 against their growth in Q4 2014.
We start with a regression that includes all the candidate explanatory variables
discussed in the previous section. Formally, we estimate the following equation:

∆XBCb,l = c + α EURShareb,l + α BorrowerShareb,l + α LenderShareb,l
+
+

BERb +

BankSharePricel +
+ CABb +
+

BERb EURShareb,l

BankCDSl +

Creditb +
EMEb +

(1)

GBalb +

Creditl +
GDebtb +

Depositl
RGDPb

EMEb EURShareb,l

+ EMEb CABb + EMEb Creditb + EMEb GBalb + EMEb GDebtb + EMEb RGDPb + ε
Our dependent variable XBCb,l represents the change in the growth rate, ie the
acceleration (adjusted for exchange rates and breaks in series) of lending banking
system l’s cross-border claims on borrowing country b between the ECB QE quarter
(Q1 2015) and the preceding quarter (Q4 2014). Formally:

∆XBCb,l =

flow1Q15b,l
flow4Q14b,l
−
stock4Q14b,l
stock3Q14b,l

(2)

Our independent variables are defined as follows: c is a constant; EURShareb,l is
the share of euro-denominated cross-border bank claims of lending banking system
l on borrowing country b (as of end-December 2014, in percent); BorrowerShareb,l
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b,l

measures the importance of each borrowing location b for each lending banking
system l in terms of cross-border claims in all currencies (as of end-September 2014,
in percent); LenderShareb,l measures the importance of each lending nationality l for
each borrowing location b in terms of cross-border claims in all currencies (as of endSeptember 2014, in percent); BERb is the percentage change in the bilateral exchange
rate (of the borrower’s local currency against the euro) between end-Q4 2014 and
end-Q1 2015, where a positive change indicates appreciation of the local currency of
borrowing country b vis-à-vis the euro; BankSharePricel is the bank equity price
growth in the home country of the lending banking system l between Q4 2014 and
Q1 2015 (in percent); BankCDSl is the change in US dollar-denominated five-year
bank CDS spreads in the home country of the lending banking system l between Q4
2014 and Q1 2015 (in basis points); Creditl is the average annual real bank credit
growth to the private non-financial sector in the home country of lending banking
system l during the year preceding Q4 2014 (in percent); Depositsl is real deposit
growth for lending banking system l in 2014 (in percent); CABb is the 2014 current
account balance of borrowing country b (in percent of GDP); Creditb is the real bank
credit growth to the private non-financial sector in the borrowing country b during
the three years preceding Q4 2014 (cumulative, in percent); GBalb is the 2014 general
government budget balance of borrowing country b (in percent of GDP); GDebtb is
the 2014 general government gross debt of borrowing country b (in percent of GDP);
RGDPb is the real GDP growth in borrowing country b in Q1 2015 (quarter-on-quarter,
in percent); EMEb is a dummy for borrowers in emerging markets and b,l is an error
term.
As smaller volumes tend to be highly volatile (plausibly reflecting shocks that are
more idiosyncratic), we weight each observation b,l by the size of the respective
bilateral stock of outstanding cross-border claims.7 In order to reduce the effect of
possibly spurious excessive outliers, we also winsorise (ie limit the extreme values of)
our dependent variable (ie the change in the growth rate of cross-border bank
lending) at the 1st and 99th percentiles.

Main results
The benchmark regression results indicate that the share of euro lending in a given
bilateral lending relationship prevailing prior to the ECB QE operations had a highly
statistically significant positive impact on cross-border bank lending (Table 2,
column 1, in bold). On average, a 10 percentage point higher euro share on the eve
of the 2015 ECB QE was associated with an acceleration in cross-border bank lending
growth of 1.3 percentage points during Q1 2015 (ie the ECB announcement quarter).
The above relationship between the euro share and cross-border bank lending during
Q1 2015 did not hold for EMEs. There, the impact of the euro exposure (ie the sum
of the standalone euro share and the euro share–EME interaction term coefficients)
was not statistically significant.
Next, we examine whether eliminating variables that are not statistically
significant from the benchmark regression alters the main results (Table 2, column 2).
We start by running a regression that includes all candidate explanatory variables
discussed in the previous section. Then we exclude the variable with the lowest

7

More specifically, the weight that we assign to each observation is equal to the square root of crossborder claims that lending banking system l had on borrowing country b in total cross-border bank
lending as of end-September 2014 (the weight variable is not shown in equation (1) to ease the
overview).
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Regression results1, 2

Table 2
All borrowers
(1)

Selected variables
Cross-border bank lending denominated in euros (EURShareb,l)
EMEb dummy – EUR share interaction (EMEb*EURShareb,l)

(2)

–0.18*** –0.19*** –0.2***

Sum of (EURShareb,l) and (EMEb*EURShareb,l)

4

(4)

(5)

(6)

–0.2*** –0.22*** –0.25***

–0.11

3

Exchange rate – EUR share interaction (BERb*EURShareb,l)

(3)

Removing EAb
from sample

0.13*** 0.14*** 0.17*** 0.14*** 0.19*** 0.22***

EAb dummy – EUR share interaction (EAb*EURShareb,l)
Bilateral exchange rate vs the euro (BERb)

Adding EAb
dummy and its
interactions

3

0.37**

0.38***

0.48**

0.01*

0.01**

0.01

–0.05

–0.06

–0.03

Sum of (EURShareb,l) and (EAb*EURShareb,l) 4

0.29**

0.54**

0.52***

0.01**

0.00

–0.06

–0.03

–0.03

0.06

R-squared, %

15.17

14.72

15.79

14.50

15.39

14.65

Number of observations

1007

1181

1007

1181

738

826

(1) is our main benchmark equation with 51 borrowers and all candidate explanatory variables listed in equation 1; (2) is the equation
resulting after iterative exclusion of variables with lowest t-statistic, in absolute value terms; (3) and (4) additionally include euro area
borrower dummy and its interactions with the euro share and the borrower-specific controls, and are full and post-iterative variable
exclusion regressions, respectively; (5) and (6) exclude euro area borrowers from the sample, and are full and post-iterative variable
exclusion regressions, respectively.
***/**/* denotes significance at 1/5/10% level. 2 The dependent variable represents the change in the growth rate of lending banking
system l’s cross-border claims on borrowing country b between the ECB quantitative easing quarter (Q1 2015) and the preceding quarter
(Q4 2014). 3 BERb is the percentage change in the bilateral exchange rate between end-Q4 2014 and end-Q1 2015, where a positive
change indicates appreciation of the local currency of borrowing country b against the euro. 4 Wald test of linear restrictions on the
coefficients; the asterisks, if any, indicate whether the specified sums of coefficients are significantly different from zero.

1

Source: Authors’ calculations.

t-statistic (in absolute value terms). Next, we re-run the regression with the remaining
variables. We continue this iterative procedure until all remaining explanatory
variables are statistically significant at the 10% level. The results from the postelimination regression show that the coefficients on the main euro share variables
remain virtually unchanged.

Potential explanations
There are several potential explanations for our main findings. First, our results could
reflect that a loosening of monetary policy in a given currency typically eases
financing conditions in that currency, tending to lower banks’ funding costs. To the
extent that lower funding costs in a given currency translate into higher lending in
that currency, cross-border bank credit would increase. And the size of the overall
increase would naturally depend on the share of lending in that currency.
Second, the results could also be driven by the international risk-taking channel
of monetary policy (Rey (2015) and Bruno and Shin (2015a)). When a global funding
currency (such as the US dollar or the euro) depreciates, the effect is to increase the
net worth of foreign borrowers (ie borrowers based outside the respective currency
area) with currency mismatches on their balance sheets. This improves their perceived
creditworthiness and ultimately lifts cross-border bank lending flows.
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The third possible explanation for our main results is related to the hedging
demands of institutional investors with currency mismatches on their balance sheets
(Borio et al (2016) and Sushko et al (2016)). When a central bank (such as the ECB) in
charge of a global funding currency signals an upcoming loosening of its monetary
policy stance, the hedging demands of such investors tend to increase (Shin (2016)).
This increase in hedging demand is typically met via FX swaps from internationally
active banks, which would sell euros spot and buy euros forward from the institutional
investor. The spot leg of the above transaction would show up as a euro loan on the
balance sheet of the reporting bank. Moreover, if the reporting bank borrows the
euros that it provides in the spot leg of the above transaction from another bank
located in a different country, this would lead to a further increase in the cross-border
interbank lending activity.8
The second and the third possible explanations for the statistical significance of
the euro share apply only to borrowers outside the euro area. To the degree these
channels are at work, one could expect that the estimated impact of the euro share
would be larger for borrowers outside the euro area. We examine this hypothesis by
estimating two additional specifications of our main regression. In the first, we add a
dummy variable for euro area borrowers (Table 2, columns 3 and 4). In the second,
we exclude euro area borrowers from the sample altogether (Table 2, columns 5 and
6). In all of these additional specifications, the euro share not only remains highly
statistically significant, but also increases considerably in magnitude. These results
could be interpreted as evidence in support of the second and the third explanations.
In the meantime, some clues about the relative likelihood of the above
explanations emanate from the fact that our results are primarily driven by lending to
(non-euro area) advanced economies and tend to be insignificant for lending to EME
borrowers. Namely, the regional patterns in our results make the second explanation
less likely since the international risk-taking channel of monetary policy tends to be
stronger for EME borrowers than for borrowers in advanced economies. By contrast,
they strengthen the case for the third potential explanation, since institutional
investors, and their respective hedging demands, tend to be much larger in advanced
economies than in EMEs.
Nevertheless, the above reasoning provides only tentative hints about the
relative weight of the contributions of each of the above explanations. Properly
identifying and quantifying those factors would certainly require a substantial amount
of further research.

Robustness
We start our robustness checks with specifications that alter the timing in the
regression framework. First, we consider the build-up of QE expectations prior to the
official announcement. Although the official ECB QE announcement was made in
January 2015, senior ECB officials had given strong hints about the launch of the

8

Note that the above effect would be present even if the reporting bank is located in the same country
as the institutional investor whose hedging demand it accommodates. In this case, the spot leg of
the FX swap transaction would show up as an increase in the net local currency assets of the reporting
bank. Nevertheless, to the extent that the borrowing bank would need to borrow the euros from
another (related or unrelated) bank located in a different country, this would still result in an increase
in cross-border interbank claims.
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programme on multiple occasions in the latter part of 2014. As a consequence, the
euro exchange rate had started to decline well ahead of the official announcement.
To examine this possible expectation effect, we re-estimate the benchmark
regression on an earlier and longer time window that compares the period between
end-September 2014 and end-March 2015 with the period between end-March 2014
and end-September 2014 (Table 3, column 1). Furthermore, we perform additional
robustness checks of the analysis for this alternative window by inserting a dummy
variable for euro area borrowers (Table 3, column 2) and by excluding euro area
borrowers from the regression (Table 3, column 3). Even though the euro share
coefficients become a bit smaller relative to the benchmark window, they retain their
sign and statistical significance.
Another potential timing concern is related to the partial reversal of flows in Q2
2015. It is possible that the positive impact of the euro share detected in Q1 2015 was
wiped out in the subsequent quarter. To test this, we re-estimate the benchmark
regression on an extended time period. Namely, we compare the growth rates of
cross-border bank claims during the period Q1–Q2 2015 with those from Q3–Q4
2014. We start by re-running our benchmark specification for this alternative window
(Table 3, column 4). We then repeat the analysis while inserting a dummy variable for
euro area borrowers (Table 3, column 5) and while excluding euro area borrowers
(Table 3, column 6). Again, the euro share coefficients decline slightly relative to their
counterparts from the benchmark window, but remain positive and strongly
statistically significant.

Alternative regression specifications1

Table 3
Q4 2014–Q1 20152
(1)

Selected variables
Cross-border bank lending denominated in euros (EURShareb,l)
EMEb dummy – EUR share interaction (EMEb*EURShareb,l)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

All
Add EAb Remove
All
Add EAb Remove
borrow controls
borrow controls
EAb
EAb
0.04**
–0.09*

EAb dummy – EUR share interaction (EAb*EURShareb,l)
Sum of (EURShareb,l) and (EMEb*EURShareb,l) 4

(2)

Q1–Q2 20153

0.1***

0.1***

0.08***

Sum of (EURShareb,l) and (EAb*EURShareb,l) 4

0.13**

–0.16*** –0.15*** –0.11** –0.15** –0.15**
0.00

–0.05

0.12**

–0.06

–0.08
–0.05

–0.03

0.1***

–0.02

–0.03

0.05

R-squared, %

13.00

15.73

16.14

10.05

10.62

9.82

Number of observations

1007

1007

735

989

989

718

(1) and (4) are equations with 51 borrowers and all candidate explanatory variables listed in equation 1. Variable calculation was adjusted
according to each of the alternative timing specifications; (2) and (5) additionally include euro area borrower dummy and its interactions
with the euro share and the borrower-specific controls; (3) and (6) exclude euro area borrowers from the sample.
1
***/**/* denotes significance at 1/5/10% level. 2 The dependent variable represents the change in the average growth rate of lending
banking system l’s cross-border claims on borrowing country b between the alternative specification of ECB quantitative easing (QE)
episode (Q4 2014 and Q1 2015) and the two quarters preceding it (Q2 and Q3 2014). 3 The dependent variable represents the change
in the average growth rate of lending banking system l’s cross-border claims on borrowing country b between the alternative specification
of ECB QE episode (Q2 and Q1 2015) and the two preceding quarters (Q3 and Q4 2014). 4 Wald test of linear restrictions on the
coefficients; the asterisks, if any, indicate whether the specified sums of coefficients are significantly different from zero.

Source: Authors’ calculations.
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We also show that excluding explanatory variables, one at a time, does not
materially affect the euro share results.9 The euro share coefficient remains positive
and significant at the 1% level in all specifications. The euro share interaction term
with EMEs becomes insignificant in only one case, when dropping borrowing country
credit. Most importantly, the extensive control for EME behaviour that we apply in
our benchmark model does not drive the significant euro share coefficient estimates:
even when dropping the EME dummy and all EME interaction terms, the euro share
coefficient estimate remains positive and highly significant.
Finally, we also check that our results do not depend on outliers. Hence, we
systematically exclude, one by one, each lending banking system and each borrowing
country. The results remain robust to these exclusions. The euro share coefficient
remains highly significant in all cases.

Conclusion
This special feature provides evidence that the currency denomination of crossborder bank claims was a significant driver of the cross-sectional variation in crossborder bank lending in response to the January 2015 ECB QE announcement. More
concretely, higher shares of euro-denominated claims were associated with greater
expansions in cross-border bank lending. This result appears to be driven primarily
by lending to advanced economies outside the euro area. By contrast, the estimated
effects on cross-border lending to EME borrowers tend to be insignificant.
The findings suggest that the US dollar network, which has been the main focus
of the existing literature on the topic, is not unique. The euro cross-border bank
lending network responds to monetary policy shocks in a qualitatively similar manner.
Furthermore, the reactions of currency networks to an easing monetary policy shock
(such as the 2015 ECB QE announcement) are symmetric to their response to a
tightening monetary policy shock (such as the 2013 Fed taper tantrum).
The results are particularly relevant for policymakers in borrowing countries that
rely heavily on cross-border bank lending. They suggest that credit supply depends
not only on the health of lending banking systems (as already documented in the
existing literature), but also on the currency denomination of cross-border bank
lending. For example, euro lending by Swiss banks to Poland can be affected by the
ECB’s monetary policy, even though neither country is part of the euro area. Given
the extraordinary monetary policies implemented by central banks in advanced
economies over the past few years and the large stocks of cross-border loans
denominated in foreign currencies, our findings suggest that policymakers should
closely monitor the currency denomination of cross-border bank lending as they
assess the potential impact of possible policy moves, both in their own economies
and abroad.

9

When removing an explanatory variable, we also remove the interaction terms in which it enters.
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Annex

Country list1

Table A1
Lending banking systems

Borrowing countries

Euro area (EA): Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Portugal and Spain.

Euro area (EA): Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia and Spain.

Non-EA advanced economies: Australia, Canada,
Denmark, Japan, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and the United States.

Non-EA advanced economies: Australia, Canada,
Denmark, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States.

EMEs: Brazil, Chinese Taipei, India, Korea, Mexico and
Turkey.

EMEs: Angola, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, China, Chinese Taipei,
Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Israel, Korea, Liberia,
Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Poland, Romania, Russia, South
Africa, Turkey, Ukraine and Vietnam.

The cross-border bank lending volume of the Marshall Islands exceeded the $10 billion threshold at end-Q3 2014; however, this
country was removed from the borrower country list in the econometric analysis sample due to unavailability of private sector credit
data. Borrower countries Estonia and Latvia would not have been included based solely on cross-border bank lending volumes;
however, their inclusion – which allows us to include all euro area members – does not materially affect our empirical results due to the
small size of these two countries. Note, further, that we include all euro area countries only as borrowing countries – as lending banking
systems, the database is still limited to BIS reporting countries and therefore excludes several smaller euro area countries (Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Slovakia and Slovenia). Finally, we exclude offshore financial centres due to the idiosyncratic nature of crossborder bank flows directed towards them.
1
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